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6 February 2014 

Retail Shop Leases Act Review  

The Office of the NSW Small Business Commissioner 

GPO 5477 

Sydney NSW 2001 

Email: retail.review@smallbusiness.nsw.gov.au 

Dear Sir /Madam, 

2013 New South Wales Review of the Retail Leases Act 1994 

We refer to the 2013 New South Wales Review of the Retail Leases Act 1994 Paper. Whilst  

 has a broad range of experience across all facets of the retail leasing 

industry, the focus of this submission is in relation to Section 4.2 – Streamlining/simplification: 

Appointment of Specialist Retail Valuers.

Background 

The Director of  has been a registered valuer since 1998 

and a retail specialist valuer for more than ten years.   

Specific Issues with the Current Drafting of the Act 

Section 19A and 31 A 

Section 19A and 31A of the Act creates confusion regarding reporting issues in that the valuer is 

prohibited from disclosing information that has been provided to him or her other than if both 

parties agree or in a way that does not disclose information identifying a particular lease or lessee or 

relating to a lessee’s business. 

This has been interpreted by some valuers to mean that the valuer cannot disclose this information 

provided to it, even if this is information is in the public domain, via a registered lease.  
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For example, a valuer is doing a determination in a shopping centre and receives all the rents and 

turnover information in the centre as well as all incentives. All leases are registered in this centre. 

Under the current drafting of the Legislation, the valuer may only produce a report which cannot 

identify any individual comparables or shop numbers with rental information, even though this 

information is in the public domain by way of registered leases. The subsequent report refers to 

Tenancy X,Y and Z and diminishes the ability of the valuer to clearly articulate their reasoning. 

For the sake of clarity and producing a much clearer determination report, Section 19A and 31A 

Section (2) should be added  

“If the information is part of the public domain at the time of the Determination” 

Section 32A 

This section as currently drafted, does not stipulate whether the Review of Determination is to be 

carried out as if it is a ‘New Determination’ or if it is a review report to be undertaken to see if the 

original valuer made a professional error. Based upon my experience, the majority of reviews under 

Section 32A are done in accordance with the latter, however there are exceptions where a complete 

new Determination has been completed jointly by the two specialist valuers. It is also unclear 

whether the reviewing valuers are to receive submissions from the parties, as is the case in an 

original Determination. 

In our opinion, the Act should be amended to stipulate specifically that this process is a review only 

and the specialist valuers should be instructed to examine whether the original valuer professionally 

erred in his or her original report.  In so doing, the reviewing valuers should be instructed to receive 

submissions with evidence from the parties as to why they believe the original valuation was not 

performed correctly. 

The time limits under Section 6 and 7 are almost impossible to comply with as drafted. In our  

experience in undertaking this work, a reviewing valuer may not receive copies of the original 

determination and information requested from the parties for several weeks after the appointment 

date.   

Section 6 and 7 under 32A should be amended to the effect of 

“ one month from the reviewing valuers receiving all requested information.” 

4.2.a. Is it appropriate for the Registrar of Retail Tenancy Disputes to appoint specialist retail 

valuers rather than the Administrative Decisions Tribunal? 

Yes, provided that the Registrar does not appoint valuers based on the lowest price, as the ADT 

currently does, as this leads to quality issues in the valuation process. IPS has been involved in a 

number of reviews of rental determinations under Section 32A of the Act, which clearly do not 

comply with the provisions of the Act. The most common error is not following the definition of 

market rental value under Sections 19 or 3 of the Act that requires valuers to compare rental for ‘the 

same or substantially similar uses’. 

The Registrar of Retail Tenancy Disputes should continue to provide the same indemnity as exists 

under appointments of Valuers by the ADT. Furthermore, the Act should be amended to allow 
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parties to the dispute to appoint a Valuer jointly by mutual agreement and by doing so that valuer 

receives indemnity from suit. 

4.2.b. Should the definition of ‘specialist retail valuer’ be expanded to include specialist retail 

valuers with some experience that also meet an approved accreditation standard? 

The minimum experience for a specialist retail valuer could be reduced to three years, provided that 

the valuer has three years of direct supervised experience in retail valuation. Rental determinations 

are a highly skilled business requiring a lot of theoretical and practical experience which can only be 

acquired through “on the job” training.  

Currently the accreditation of specialist retail valuers is self-assessed with no formal requirement to 

meet an accreditation standard. Our recommendation would be require an accreditation standard 

similar to that which exists in Victoria as set out by the Australian Property Institute in accordance 

with the Retail Leases Act of Victoria. Furthermore, the Registrar of Retail Disputes should retain a 

panel of retail expert valuers to conduct a Viva Voce of all new retail valuers with a final approval of 

accreditation by the Registrar. 

Yours sincerely 

 

 

 




